
Coding

Boost training, revise forms and ping 
vendors to avoid disruptions before E/M 
switchover

Look to your office processes and fire up your staff 
training before the new E/M coding guidelines take effect 
Jan. 1, 2021. If everyone in the practice has plenty of time 
to prepare, you can help ensure a smooth switch to the new 
guidelines without disrupting your practice’s revenue cycle.

According to experts, you should take steps now — if you 
haven’t done so already — for the massive E/M update, includ-
ing opening discussions with staff, providing training on the 
new rules and preparing for how the coding and documenta-
tion updates might impact your practice’s bottom line.

“I am starting to educate physician practices on the 
changes and what that will mean in terms of revenue,” shares 
Devona Slater, president of Auditing for Compliance & 
Education in Overland Park, Kan. 

You can start by feeding staff small bites of information, 
suggests Brenda Edwards, CPC, CDEO, CPB, CPMA, CPC-I, 
CEMC, CRC, CPMS, CMRS, CMCS, executive managing 
consultant, SCBI, Grain Valley, Mo. Send quick tip sheets and 
suggestions. “Small tidbits will be easier to digest than large, 
cumbersome education,” and cheat sheets will be a must-have 
next year, Edwards advises. 

Tackle the paperwork

An in-depth review and revision of your practice’s documen-
tation will be another essential step. “A thorough review of forms 
needs to occur. Anything that ties to codes 99201-99215 will need 
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Master -25 and -59 modifier use
As medical practices return to providing more E/M services and in-
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to be updated. That could be superbills, templates, payer 
agreements, patient forms” and so on, Edwards says. 

Deleting 99201 from your superbill is an obvious revi-
sion, but remember to update the short descriptors for the 
remaining codes. (See the chart below for an example.)

Sample superbill descriptors (99202-99215)

Office visits — New patient 

99202 Straightforward or 15-29 mins

99203 Low or 30-44 mins

99204 Moderate or 45-59 mins

99205 High or 60-74 mins

Office visits — Established patient 

99211 Minimal/RN

99212 Straightforward or 10-19 mins

99213 Low or 20-29 mins

99214 Moderate or 30-39 mins

99215 High or 40-54 mins

Size up your software

In addition to revisions to your paperwork, you 
will need to determine what role systems such as your 
electronic health records (EHR) will play in the update. 
“Practices should begin conversations on how the encoun-
ter is memorialized currently, including assessing how they 
can leverage their practice management system to support 
them in capturing all the elements that are allowed under 
the new guidelines,” advises Doris Branker, CHC, CPC, 
CIRCC, CPMA, CPC-I, CANPC, CEMC, president of 
DB Healthcare Consulting and Education in Sunrise, Fla. 

It’s a safe bet that your software systems will need 
to be updated. For example, coding based on medical 
decision-making (MDM) gives practitioners “the free-
dom to document only a medically appropriate history 
and physical exam,” notes Judith Blaszczyk, RN, CPC, 
ACS-PM, ICDCT-CM, medical compliance auditor 
with Auditing for Compliance & Education. The EHR’s 
template may need to be updated to remove hard stops 
that require the history and exam elements for office visits.

With time being the other way to attain a code 
level, your software will have to be adjusted to count 
the time for office visits. 

“When calculating level by time, non-face-to-face 
as well as face-to-face time may be included. This is a 
change as well,” Blaszczyk notes.

If you have been waiting for your vendors to get in 
touch, wait no more. “If practices have not yet heard from 

their vendors, I would strongly encourage them to reach 

out and ask where the vendor is in the process. I would 

be very concerned if vendors have not yet begun to share 

their plans for the transition,” Edwards cautions.

Be prepared to help your vendors create an update 

that works for your practice. “I suggest practices reach 

out to their practice management vendors to see how the 

system may be used to capture data or assist with same,” 

Branker says. Just keep in mind: Don’t expect miracles 

if you leave everything to the vendor.
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“I really do not think the [EHR] vendors will do much 
to help in this coding change except they may make visit 
times a mandatory entry or at least have some way to track 
time,” Slater says. “They have never been good at predict-
ing the medical decision-making of the visit.”

Work on workflow

You should expect short- and long-term changes to 
the practice’s workflow, experts say.

In the short term, coding and compliance staff 
“may need to increase documentation review to ensure 
providers are selecting the appropriate level,” Edwards 
says. Long-term changes will include the ability of non-
physician practitioners (NPP) and other clinical staff to 
document more in the history of present illness (HPI).

“In the past, the HPI was the provider’s respon-
sibility, but no longer. Histories can be noted in the 
chart as reviewed and no changes,” says Maxine Lewis, 
CMM, CPC, CCS-P, president of Medical Coding and 
Reimbursement Management in Cincinnati. 

“My suggestion is to take a busy practice day and code 
them based on the medical decision-making criteria only,” 
Slater counsels. Another day should be devoted to “a time 
study on the physician’s E/M visits” to determine what they 
will be able support if they code based on time. “With those 
two pieces of information, you can begin the process of trying 
to figure out how this will affect your practice,” Slater says.

Finally, keep a running list of questions about the 
update you receive from staff and vendors to help you 
identify common areas of confusion and steps in the 
process you may have overlooked. — Julia Kyles, CPC 
(jkyles@decisionhealth.com)  

PBN Perspectives

Prepare for closer HIPAA scrutiny of 
telehealth as states and practices 
cautiously reopen

HHS’ provision of telehealth waivers gave provid-
ers a boost, but as states reopen the prospect looms 
of a return to the old ways. That’s notable from a 
compliance perspective, because the HIPAA enforce-
ment discretion that lets you perform telehealth with 
consumer products is likely the first policy to snap back. 
Make sure you’re prepared for that to happen. 

HHS instituted its COVID-19 public health emergency 
(PHE) telehealth waivers on March 17, and since then use of 
these services — previously only reimbursable by Medicare if 
providers met stringent requirements — has skyrocketed. In 
a June 15 letter to Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, 
several U.S. Senators wrote that since the expanded policy 
changes took hold, “available data show that the number of 
Medicare beneficiaries using telehealth services during the 
pandemic increased 11,718% in just a month and a half.”

But now that states and medical practices are slowly 
reopening and returning to a semblance of normal, 
attention is turning to the post-COVID future (PBN 
6/29/20). While many telehealth enhancements are 
expected to endure as permanent changes, experts told 
Part B News that the enforcement discretion on tele-
health announced by the HHS Office for Civil Rights 
(OCR) is likely to come to an end. 

Enjoy it while it lasts

Under the OCR discretion, the agency agreed it would 
not impose penalties for HIPAA violations against covered 
health care providers “in connection with the good faith 
provision of telehealth during the COVID-19 nationwide 
public health emergency.” That has protected practices 
that use platforms such as FaceTime and Zoom to deliver 
telehealth even when they don’t follow HIPAA-mandated 
protocols, such as business associate agreements (BAAs) or 
encryption. Remember that “public-facing” technologies, 
such as TikTok, are specifically barred.

But Lee Barrett, CEO and executive director of 
the Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation 
Commission (EHNAC), says that once the PHE passes 
“we would anticipate that the security issues will be 
reinstated close to what they were pre-COVID-19 … 
We also fully expect that OCR will pick up on routine 
enforcement actions once providers can return to a 
‘new normal’ state post-COVID-19.”

Tom Davis, M.D., a health care consultant and 
author of Telemedicine Confidential, expects pressure 
from the health IT companies who currently rule the 
space to push HHS and OCR back to the old ways.

“The reinstatement of the HIPAA rules will capture a 
lucrative, growing market for HIPAA-compliant, ‘high-
security’ tools and the networks who create them,” Davis 
says. “Look for HIPPA rules to be reinstated so these 
industries can exploit this ‘re-regulation.’”

http://store.decisionhealth.com
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Peter F. McLaughlin, a data privacy and security 
attorney with the Culhane Meadows law firm in Boston 
who specializes in the digital health sector, expects to 
see heavy user pushback, and that may force OCR into 
some accommodations when normalcy returns. 

“It’s hard from a political perspective to take away 
a right — or what is perceived as a right,” McLaughlin 
says. “People will say, ‘You gave us this mechanism, and 
now you’re taking it away?’”

One way OCR might accommodate providers and 
patients would be to work with companies whose uncertified 
technology got a lot of telehealth use under the waivers “to 
identify common, manageable configurations that, if applied 
by covered entity [or] provider, would be presumed to be 
consistent with the security rule,” McLaughlin says. “The 
‘proper’ telehealth platforms might be unhappy with this, but 
there would be a lot of pressure to get it done. I suspect that 
OCR guidance documents would achieve this, as it would be 
interpretive rather than a regulatory change.”

Good faith, or bad?

Also, OCR’s discretion is based on the “good faith” 
provision of telehealth services — meaning you can’t 
entirely disregard HIPAA standards and “still have the 
responsibility of maintaining the security and integrity 
of” electronic protected health information (PHI), says 
Nancy Sabino, CEO and co-founder of SabinoCompTech 
in Katy, Texas. If the entity is found by OCR to have acted 
in bad faith, or been negligent or failed to take minimal 
measures, “they are not covered under the discretionary 
good faith policy during COVID-19,” Sabino says.

Good vs. bad faith is something that, like every-
thing in modern medicine, ought to be supported 
by documentation, according to Matthew Fisher, an 
attorney with Mirick O’Connell in Westborough, Mass.

“In the beginning, a lot of people turned to Zoom 
without necessarily using [HIPAA-compliant] Zoom 
for Healthcare,” Fisher says. “Whether that’s still ‘good 
faith,’ given what became well-documented security 
issues with the platform, remains to be seen.”

Fisher recommends you take some safeguarding 
measures. For example, “if a patient requests that a 
non-compliant platform be utilized, then the physician 
should document that request because the request 
could be seen as similar to a request for email to be sent 
in an unsecure manner,” he advises.

You could still get sued

Even with the OCR discretion in place, you still retain 
other responsibilities under HIPAA, including the process 
to remediate when your practice suffers a breach of PHI. 
While OCR is unlikely to fine you for a breach caused by 
use of technologies encouraged by their discretion, you 
“would still be required to follow the breach notification and 
reporting procedures,” says attorney Johnathan A. Rhodes 
of Fennemore Craig in Denver. You “would still have to incur 
the cost of any such notifications,” Rhodes adds.

Under the current rules, if your good-faith use of 
OCR-forgiven tech causes a data breach, the agency is 
unlikely to pursue a case against you, says health care 
attorney Jeffery P. Drummond of Jackson Walker in 
Dallas. But you are still vulnerable to private suits. 

“Remember, there’s no private cause of action 
under HIPAA anyway, so when patients sue for a data 
breach, it’s not technically suing over a HIPAA breach,” 
Drummond says. “The fact that the provider did breach 
HIPAA is evidence that the provider violated either a 
specific state law or a general legal duty to protect the data 
— that is, their actions fell below the level of care generally 
required — and can be the underlying basis for the claim.”  

“Typically, lawsuits that arise after a data breach are 
premised on state law,” Fisher says. “The state laws may refer 
to HIPAA or use HIPAA as the standard by which state 
law is applied, but it’s still ultimately a state law action. I’m 
not aware of any states talking about [PHE] variances in 
telehealth regulation.”

The OCR forgiveness could serve as evidence that 
your use of the technology “meets an otherwise nebulously-
defined ‘reasonableness’ standard,” Drummond says. But it’s 
not a slam dunk, to say the least. 

And if you do get sued and have to pay fines, it’s not clear 
“whether or not such fines or reparations would be covered 
by cyber liability [insurance polocies] if not all security 
measures were put in place to prevent a breach on top of 
reputational and trust losses,” Sabino says.

The bottom line: If you’re using stopgap tech for the 
PHE, you should be “looking seriously at a product with 
more-compliant security,” Drummond advises. Also, do a 
security risk analysis (SRA) as required by HIPAA. “You 
should always do one when there’s a major change in 
line of business, or a tech platform shift, or new IT 
staff,” Drummond says. — Roy Edroso (redroso@
decisionhealth.com)  

(continued on p. 6)
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Benchmark of the week

Big cities like ACP, but together Texas and Florida towns make the most claims
The chances you're doing advance care planning (ACP) — reflected in 30-minute code 99497 and 30-minute add-on 99498 — depend a lot on your lo-
cation. While Florida, Texas and California have the most claims overall, the encounters are likely to go on longer when conducted in the outer boroughs 
and suburbs of New York.

Both utilization and payments on these two codes for “the explanation and discussion of advance directives such as standard forms,” as CPT describes 
it, have grown quickly since 2016, the first year CMS authorized them for Medicare billing, according to the latest available Medicare claims data (PBN 
1/9/20). But some geographical locations are much more likely than others to produce ACP claims. 

Major cities and metro clusters, such as the New York City-adjacent northern New Jersey region, tend to claim both ACP codes more often than smaller 
cities and less-populous states. For example, the fewest claims for 99497 in 2018 were reported in Puerto Rico, North Dakota, Vermont and Alaska. The 
fewest for 99498 were in Brazoria and Beaumont, Texas; San Mateo, Calif.; and Alabama.  

As the chart below shows, Medicare classifies parts of some large states outside their big metro areas as separate regions, and by that classification the 
parts of Texas and Florida outside their separately-named cities are the 99497 claims champions, with approximately 90,000 claims, respectively. This is 
no surprise: According to CMS’ Enrollment Dashboard, Texas has more than 2.4 million Medicare enrollees, with Florida close behind; only California, 
with almost 3.5 million, has more. 

Note that there is no "Rest of California" designation; all its Medicare enrollees are classified by metro areas. Taken together, however, those metros re-
port 99497 a total of 89,798 times, which would put them in second place. What may be surprising is that Texas and Florida sink to 8th and 20th place, 
respectively, when it comes to the longer-duration 99498. There, NYC suburbs take first place.

The denial rates for the top 99497 claimants are close to the code's 10% average, as is true for most of the top regions for 99498 claims, 
which sports a much higher average denial rate of 20%. — Roy Edroso (redroso@decisionhealth.com)

Total 99497 claims by region with denial rates, 2018

Total 99498 claims by region with denial rates, 2018

Source: Part B News analysis of Medicare claims data
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RESOURCES

•  Senators’ letter to Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, June 15: 
www.schatz.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Letter%20to%20leader-
ship_CONNECT%20for%20Health%20Act_06.12.20.pdf

•  OCR notification: www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/special-
topics/emergency-preparedness/notification-enforcement-discretion-
telehealth/index.html#:~:text=OCR%20is%20exercising%20its%20
enforcement,19%20nationwide%20public%20health%20emergency.

HIPAA

Implement key steps when 
reintroducing remote devices into 
the office setting 

 When the severity of the novel coronavirus 
(COVID-19) became apparent in March, employers 
across the country sent their workers home. 

Non-clinical employees of health care organizations 
were among those who were forced to create a new 
office space in the living room or kitchen. 

More than three months have passed since the 
workforce migrated en masse to a remote setting, and 
workers have settled into the new normal. 

Will that change anytime soon? 

As the potential for a return to office nears, health 
care organizations — and businesses alike — must decide 
what makes the most sense given their circumstances. 
Specifically, health care organizations need to consider 
privacy and security protocol for both scenarios — workers 
continuing to handle protected health information (PHI) 
from a remote location and workers returning to the office 
with PHI on their portable devices. 

At this juncture, it’s critical that you review some 
recommendations for keeping PHI secure. 

Onboarding for portable devices 

Over the next few months, it is likely that many 
devices used to handle PHI remotely will be brought back 
into the office setting. Organizations should have clear 
policies and procedures for checking these devices. 

“If members of the workforce are accessing the system 
directly, hopefully they don’t have too much of a need to store 
protected health information on their own devices, but they 
may,” says Reece Hirsch, Esq., partner and co-head of the 
privacy and cybersecurity practice at Morgan Lewis in San 
Francisco. “In that case, it’s certainly important to scrub the 

data when it’s no longer needed on those devices and not to 
let it reside on laptops and other portable devices.” 

Company-issued devices, such as laptops, cell phones 
and tablets, should be examined upon reentry to the office 
setting, says Abner Weintraub, principal consultant at 
Expert HIPAA in Chattaroy, Wash.  

The “nuances come into play,” Weintraub says, when 
organizations are attempting to scrub PHI from an employ-
ee’s personal device instead of a company-issued device.  

Overall, the same principles apply. Covered entities 
have the responsibility to protect the availability, confi-
dentiality and integrity of PHI, Weintraub says. This is the 
case for PHI that is stored on company-issued devices and 
for PHI that happens to be stored on personal devices. 

“A process should be instituted where the scope of 
data on personally owned devices should be examined 
and determined and any non-essential PHI, any PHI 
that’s not absolutely essential for an employee doing 
their job, should be removed from those devices and the 
device would be securely wiped,” Weintraub says. 

Aside from PHI that can be removed from the 
devices, organizations should be thoroughly checking 
devices for malware or any other potential threats. 
Because employees have been working remotely, they 
are more likely to engage in personal browsing and use 
the company-issued device for purposes outside of work.  

This elevates the risk of the employee being tricked 
into installing malware. Additionally, as health care orga-
nizations have been overwhelmed with the pandemic, it’s 
possible that they have not provided frequent reminders 
and training on avoiding malware and recognizing phishing 
attacks. This potential lapse in training would also increase 
the chances of an employee falling victim to an attack. 

For this reason, Hirsch recommends that organiza-
tions implement an “onboarding process” for these 
devices as they are reintroduced into the workplace. 
Once they are thoroughly examined, the devices should 
be free of malware and should not contain any PHI that 
can be stored in the system.  

Staying remote 

Although some employees will soon return to the 
office, many workers will continue to handle PHI from 
remote locations. 

These employees should be well trained in how to 
handle PHI safely and securely outside of the office, but 

(continued from p. 4)
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it never hurts to provide retraining or simply reempha-
size some of the important points. 

Among the most important reminders: Just because 
remote employees are not in the same location as the 
IT staff does not mean that they should ignore the IT 
staff altogether. 

“If you are working from home and you’re not in 
the office, there can be a tendency to try to fix a problem 
yourself, and that inevitably makes things worse and 
creates greater vulnerability to malware,” Hirsch says. 
“So that’s something to watch out for. If you do click on 
something, it’s always best to go to the IT professionals at 
your workplace instead of trying to fix it yourself.” 

In fact, it’s even more important to keep the IT staff 
consistently engaged with employees who are remotely 
handling PHI. One of the top priorities for remote 
workers is ensuring remote access connectivity, says Rita 
Bowen, MA, RHIA, CHPS, CHPC, SGB, vice presi-
dent of privacy, compliance and HIM policy at MRO 
in Norristown, Pa. Therefore, frequent communication 
between security, IT and the staff is highly encouraged.  

If an employee encounters a problem or a suspected 
breach while working from home, he or she should 
reach out to the proper channels to report the issue.  

“It would be an excellent time to remind the remote 
workforce that your organization has a confidential 
compliance hotline where concerns of compliance can 
be anonymously reported,” Bowen says. 

Of course, employees working remotely should 
keep following the guidelines set forth by their 
organizations at the outset of the pandemic. Ideally, 
organizations have continued to update and improve 
their policies based on the current work environment. 
— Kevin Duffy (pbnfeedback@decisionhealth.com)   

Ask Part B News

Do Stark waivers cover your rent 
break? Only if the break meets 
‘COVID-19 purposes.’

Question: I understand there have been Stark Law 
waivers issued for the COVID-19 pandemic, and that 
one of the waivers covers rental arrangements that are 
under fair market value (FMV), which are usually 
forbidden under Stark. The shutdown has been hard on 
the finances of one of our clinics, and the health system 
that rents space to us, knowing it will be hard to find 
new tenants, has offered to forgive the rent on that clinic 
for a month or two to help it stay open. Would the Stark 
waivers allow such an arrangement?

Answer: First, it’s helpful to set the stage with some 
additional background. The federal anti-kickback stat-
ute (AKS) “prohibits any form of payment that rewards 
referrals or other business involving items or services 
payable by federal health care programs such as Medi-
care or Medicaid,” explains Heather Macre, an attorney 
and director of the business litigation department at the 

http://store.decisionhealth.com
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Fennemore Craig law firm in Phoenix, Ariz.

AKS works in tandem with Stark Law, which “prohib-
its a physician from making referrals of items or services 
payable under federal health care programs to an entity 
with which the physician or an immediate family member 
has a financial relationship,” Macre adds. 

These “items or services” include rent, because rent has 
value and could be manipulated to deliver a kickback for 
referrals. Generally, you’re OK if you have a written lease 
with a term of at least one year, your rent is consistent with 
FMV and “no part of the deal [is] contingent on the volume 
or value of referrals,” Macre says. Normally, the idea of 
a rent moratorium — which presumably would be below 
market value — between medical organizations that might 
make referrals to one another would raise questions. 

CMS issued the blanket Stark waivers effective March 
1 (see resource, below). The waivers say that certain 
financial arrangements usually proscribed by Stark would, 
so long as they serve “COVID-19 purposes,” be allowed for 
the duration of the public health emergency (PHE) “absent 
the government’s determination of fraud or abuse.”

One such allowance is “rental charges … that are 
below fair market value,” according to the waivers.

The COVID-19 purposes are also specific, though, 
and here’s where it gets sticky. There are six of them, 
and they are focused on a specific disease and its 
treatment. The first one, for example, is that the 
arrangement is necessary for “diagnosis or medically 
necessary treatment of COVID-19 for any patient or 
individual, whether or not the patient or individual is 
diagnosed with a confirmed case of COVID-19.” It 
would be hard to show a rent break is needed for that.

Macre thinks the purpose that comes closest to match-
ing your scenario would be “Addressing medical practice or 
business interruption due to the COVID-19 outbreak in the 
United States in order to maintain the availability of medical 
care and related services for patients and the community.”

“Rent relief could certainly fall under business 
interruption,” Macre says. 

But can you demonstrate the practice needs the 
break to “maintain the availability of medical care and 
related services for patients and the community”?

Geoffrey R. Kaiser, senior counsel with the Rivkin 
Radler law firm in Uniondale, N.Y., has his doubts. 
“The fact pattern you describe has nothing to do with 

COVID-19 other than the fact that the economy took 
a downturn because of COVID-19 — that would be 
outside of those purposes,” Kaiser says. 

“If it’s arguably related — if you needed [the rent break] 
for one of those purposes — then you’d have to document 
it,” Kaiser adds. “But ‘times are hard’ is a little too attenu-
ated for these purposes. The purposes were made part of the 
waiver in order to prevent an unlimited waiver of the Stark 
Law. It’s designed as a response to the emergency.”

It’s not impossible to establish relevance. In fact, 
Kaiser points to a relevant example in the waiver 
announcement of an arrangement that would pass muster 
and suggests it could also apply to a rent holiday: “A 
hospital lends money to a physician practice that provides 
exclusive anesthesia services at the hospital to offset 
lost income resulting from the cancellation of elective 
surgeries to ensure capacity for COVID-19 needs or 
covers a physician’s 15% contribution for electronic health 
records (EHR) items and services in order to continue the 
physician’s access to patient records and ongoing EHR 
technology support services.” Conceivably, the hospital 
could cover the practice’s rent for the same reasons. 

Bottom line: If you want to be sure the feds won’t find 
your rent break a Stark violation, you must be able to show 
real relevance to the pandemic and community need. 

And even if you can, once the PHE ends, the rent 
should go back up to FMV.

“The 1135 waivers are temporary, so the protection 
will end when they do,” Macre says. — Roy Edroso 
(redroso@decisionhealth.com)  

RESOURCE

•  CMS, “Blanket Waivers of Section 1877(g) of the Social Security 
Act Due to Declaration of COVID-19 Outbreak in the United States 
as a National Emergency,” March 1: www.cms.gov/files/docu-
ment/covid-19-blanket-waivers-section-1877g.pdf

Coronavirus and Pandemic 
Response: Resources and Solutions
As the COVID-19 virus continues to spread, employers need to 
plan how to respond and comply with occupational safety re-
quirements, infection control practices and emergency pre-
paredness to protect their employees and ensure business 
continuity. To help you navigate this turbulent issue, we’ve 
compiled key resources and are standing by to provide consul-
tative guidance. Learn more: https://interactive.decisionhealth.
com/coronavirus-response/newsletter.
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